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Practical Packet Analysis: Using Wireshark to Solve Real-World Network ProblemsNo Starch Press, 2011

	
		It's easy to capture packets with Wireshark, the world's most popular network sniffer, whether off the wire or from the air. But how do you use those packets to understand what's happening on your network?

	
		With an expanded discussion of network protocols and 45 completely new scenarios, this extensively...
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AlgorithmsAddison Wesley, 1983
This book is intended to survey the most important algorithms in use on
computers today and to teach fundamental techniques to the growing number
of people who are interested in becoming serious computer users. It is appropriate
for use as a textbook for a second, third or fourth course in computer
science: after students have...
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Instant GIMP StarterPackt Publishing, 2013

	Image manipulation is being used by professionals all over the world. Beautiful pictures can be achieved by combining technology with art. GIMP. the GNU Image Manipulation Program, makes them accessible to everyone. GIMP is. With it, anyone can express their emotional and intellectual capability in a new dimension.


	"Instant...
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Data Analysis with Python: A Modern ApproachPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn a modern approach to data analysis using Python to harness the power of programming and AI across your data. Detailed case studies bring this modern approach to life across visual data, social media, graph algorithms, and time series analysis.

	
		Key Features

		
			Bridge your data analysis...
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Inductive Logic Programming: 17th International Conference, ILP 2007, Corvallis, OR, USA, June 19-21, 2007Springer, 2008
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-conference proceedings of the 17th International Conference on Inductive Logic Programming, ILP 2007, held in Corvallis, OR, USA, in June 2007 in conjunction with ICML 2007, the International Conference on Machine Learning.
The 15 revised full papers and 11 revised short papers presented...
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Reliable Knowledge DiscoverySpringer, 2012


	With the rapid development of the data mining and knowledge discovery, a key

	issue which could significantly affect the real world applications of data mining is

	the reliability issues of knowledge discovery. It is natural that people will ask if the

	discovered knowledge is reliable. Why do we trust the discovered knowledge? How...
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Google Visualization API EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Make sense of your data: make it visual with the Google Visualization API


	Overview

	
		Wrangle all sorts of data into a visual format, without being an expert programmer.
	
		Visualize new or existing spreadsheet data through charts, graphs, and maps.
	
		Full of diagrams, core concept...
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Mastering Structured Data on the Semantic Web: From HTML5 Microdata to Linked Open DataApress, 2015

	A major limitation of conventional web sites is their unorganized and isolated contents, which is created mainly for human consumption. This limitation can be addressed by organizing and publishing data, using powerful formats that add structure and meaning to the content of web pages and link related data to one another. Computers can...
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Approximation Methods for Efficient Learning of Bayesian Networks: Volume 168 Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and ApplicationsIOS Press, 2008

	This publication offers and investigates efficient Monte Carlo simulation methods in order to realize a Bayesian approach to approximate learning of Bayesian networks from both complete and incomplete data. For large amounts of incomplete data when Monte Carlo methods are inefficient, approximations are implemented, such that learning remains...
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A Textbook of Graph Theory (Universitext)Springer, 2012

	 This second edition includes two new chapters: one on domination in graphs and the other on the spectral properties of graphs, the latter including a discussion on graph energy.  The chapter on graph colorings has been enlarged, covering additional topics such as homomorphisms and colorings and the uniqueness of the...
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Unity 2018 Shaders and Effects Cookbook: Transform your game into a visually stunning masterpiece with over 70 recipes, 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Bring realism to your games by mastering post-processing effects and advanced shading techniques in Unity 2018

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn the secrets of creating AAA quality shaders without writing long algorithms
	
			Master shader programming through easy-to-follow examples

...
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Neo4j High PerformancePackt Publishing, 2015

	Design, build, and administer scalable graph database systems for your applications using Neo4j


	About This Book

	
		Explore the numerous components that provide abstractions for pretty much any functionality you need from your persistent graphs
	
		Familiarize yourself with how to test the...
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